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Abstract—The ever-increasing cost of data movement in com-
puter systems is driving a new era of data-centric computing. One
of the most common data-centric paradigms is near-data com-
puting (NDC), where accelerator resources are placed inside the
memory hierarchy to avoid the costly transfer of data to the core.
NDC systems show immense potential to improve performance
and energy efficiency. Unfortunately, adding accelerators into
the memory hierarchy incurs significant complexity for system
integration because accelerators often require cache-coherent
access to memory. The complex coherence protocols required
to handle both cores and cache-attached accelerators result in
significantly higher verification costs as well as an increase
in directory state and on-chip network traffic. Furthermore,
these mechanisms can cause cache pollution and worsen baseline
processor performance.

To simplify system integration for cache-attached accelerators,
we present Kobold, a new coherence protocol and implementation.
Kobold restricts the added complexity of the accelerator to
its local tile and leaves the rest of the system unmodified.
Kobold introduces a new directory structure within the L2
cache to track the accelerator’s private cache and maintain local
coherence between the core and accelerator, leaving the LLC
protocol unchanged. Optionally, Kobold implements a minor
modification to the LLC protocol to provide significant perfor-
mance improvements. We verified Kobold’s stable-state coherence
protocols using the Murphi model checker and estimated area
overhead using Cacti 7. Kobold adds only 0.09% area over the
baseline caches. Kobold simplifies integration of cache-attached
accelerators with minimal area and performance overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer systems are increasingly bottlenecked by the
rising cost of data movement [14, 19, 20, 25]. To combat
this trend, near-data computing (NDC) designs propose to
add accelerator resources within memory hierarchies to, e.g.,
move compute closer to data instead of transfering data to
compute. Cache-attached accelerators are a promising direction
for NDC that enables fine-grain collaboration between cores
and accelerators by offloading work to within the existing CPU
cache hierarchy [12, 13, 28, 33, 52, 53].

Fig. 1 shows täkō [46], a representative recent system with
cache-attached accelerators. täkō augments a baseline, cache-
coherent multicore with an engine (i.e., accelerator1) on each
tile, granting the engine efficient access to data in the tile’s
L2 and LLC banks. Each engine also contains its own private,
cache-coherent data cache (eL1D).
Challenges: Cache-attached accelerators must maintain coher-
ence with the core’s caches to usefully access shared memory.
However, introducing accelerators into the coherence protocol

1We use the terms “accelerator” and “engine” interchangeably.
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Fig. 1: täkō [46] adds a reconfigurable engine to each tile of a
CMP. Engines accelerate tasks for data that resides in the L2 or
L3 bank on that tile. Each engine has a coherent eL1D cache.

increases verification costs, directory state, and network traf-
fic [34]. Additionally, cache-attached accelerators can disrupt
baseline processor performance by, e.g., polluting processor
caches.

Insights: The complexity and extra state added to the shared
last-level cache (LLC) protocols caused by integrating cache-
attached accelerators can be eliminated if the engine’s eL1D
and its local L2 bank look like a single, unified cache to the
LLC. This is achievable by adding extra state within each tile
of the chip-multiprocessor (CMP) to track coherence between
the core and engine. Keeping coherence between the core and
engine local to the tile reduces the necessary directory state
and on-chip network traffic, while also ensuring that the LLC
coherence protocol remains unchanged.

However, just making the eL1D an inclusive child cache
of the L2, as in traditional hiearchical coherence designs, can
result in the engine polluting the L2 with data the core does
not need. Consequently, we propose a design where the L2 is
not inclusive of the eL1D, with simple policies to ensure that
data accessed by the eL1D does not evict other useful data
in the L2. Implementing coherence without inclusion requires
tracking a small amount of additional state in the L2.

Approach: Our goal is to restrict the complexity of cache-
attached accelerators to within each tile of a CMP, so that
the rest of the system and coherence protocol are unmodified.
Kobold adds a directory-like structure to each tile, called the mis-
direction filter (MDF) that tracks the state of the accelerator’s
eL1D. The MDF augments the L2 (see Fig. 2) and allows the
processor and accelerator to safely share data and transfer
ownership within the tile, without any modification to the
baseline directory coherence protocol at the LLC. The L2 and
eL1D maintain coherence between themselves and coordinate
responses to LLC requests, leveraging the MDF to eliminate
unnecessary coherence messages.
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Fig. 2: Proposed cache hierarchy design with the mis-direction
filter (MDF) augmenting the L2 cache.

In brief, Kobold is a new type of hierarchical coherence. The
main difference from prior hierarchical coherence protocols
is that Kobold requires negligible additional state and is non-
inclusive to prevent the engine from polluting its local L2 bank.
Moreover, by leveraging fast, local communication within a
tile, Kobold avoids unnecessary coherence traffic to the LLC
and minimizes the latency of both hits and misses in the eL1D
and L2. However, to maintain coherence between the core and
engine, the L2 must track the contents of the eL1D — this is
the role of the MDF. The resulting design is a new twist on
hierarchical coherence.

Summary of results: We evaluate Kobold in the context
of the täkō [46] architecture by modifying a baseline MESI
coherence protocol. The resulting design eliminates abundant
communication to the LLC compared to a näive directory-
based protocol. We implement Kobold’s coherence protocol
in Murphi, without changing the baseline LLC, to verify
correctness. And we estimate Kobold’s area overhead (from the
MDF) at just 0.00076mm2, or 0.09% of the baseline caches.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Near-Data Computing

To minimize data movement, many architectures propose
moving processing logic closer to data, rather than moving data
to compute. Some designs propose “processing in-memory”
architectures that place compute logic in memory [11, 18, 22,
23, 24, 27, 35, 37, 39, 47, 49]. Other designs propose “near-data
accelerators” which place co-processors off-chip close to main
memory [3, 5, 7, 8, 16, 17, 21, 42, 55, 56]. Co-processors that
are integrated near main memory provide benefits for streaming
applications, but they are inappropriate for applications with
data reuse or fine-grained communication [2, 21, 29, 51, 55].

For applications with significant locality or frequent data
sharing between core and accelerator, others propose integrating
accelerators within the cache hierarchy, allowing CPUs to
offload work to caches [1, 2, 29, 40, 46, 50, 54]. Cache-attached
accelerators benefit from sharing a unified address space with
the host cores, eliminating the need to control low-level data
movement in software [48]. However, accessing the shared
memory of the host core requires these accelerators to maintain
coherence with the rest of the system.

B. Coherence and Consistency

1) Directory-Based Coherence Protocols: Directory-based
protocols use a directory structure to track which caches hold
a block and in which state [34]. For any coherence request,
the directory determines the actions to be taken based on the
current location(s) and state of the block. Directory protocols
are popular for modern CMPs where the shared last-level cache
(LLC) tracks coherence across the private caches of each core.

Naïvely extending directory-based coherence to support
cache-attached accelerators does not work well. Fig. 3 shows an
architecture where the engines’ eL1Ds are treated as additional
sharers under the LLC.
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Fig. 3: Naïve architecture where the engines’ eL1Ds are treated
as additional sharers under the LLC. Example transaction for
core read request when the eL1D holds the data in the modified
(M) state. ’I’ represents Invalid, and ’S’ represents Shared.

This example shows a common access pattern where a core
reads data produced by an engine. In Fig. 3, the modified cache
line is stored in state M (modified) in the engine’s eL1D. When
the core issues a load to the line, the request must propagate
down to the LLC and back up to the eL1D in order to revoke
modified permission from the eL1D, and then send the data
back through the LLC to the requesting core. This is quite
wasteful because the core and engine reside on the same tile,
and the LLC directory can be across the chip. It also increases
directory overheads in the LLC by doubling the number of
sharers. To alleviate these issues, other types of coherence
protocols have been proposed.

2) Hierarchical Coherence Protocols: Directory-based pro-
tocols face scaling challenges due to the storage required to
track all caches and additional on-chip network traffic [32].
To improve scalability, multicore chips can be organized into
hierarchies of shared buses and caches with multiple levels
of on-chip directories. Intermediate levels of the hierarchy
serve as directories for the lower levels, tracking their state
and filtering traffic to the lower levels. The use of intermediate
directories reduces the storage overhead by only requiring
tracking of clusters, rather than tracking of each individual
node [31]. Additionally, locality can enable the majority of
transactions to be performed within a cluster, reducing network
congestion by limiting the number of requests to the last-level
cache.

The DASH [26] architecture enables scalability in CMPs
by mitigating the bottlenecks of directory-based systems. They
propose distributing the main memory and directory among
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clusters throughout the system. To maintain coherence, DASH
utilizes two coherence protocols: a snooping-based intra-cluster
protocol and a directory-based inter-cluster protocol. All private
data references can be localized to the cluster, reducing the
need to access the on-chip network or directory. While more
scalable than a flat protocol, the mixed coherence policy adds
significant verification complexity [10].

Ros et al. [44] introduce the Hierarchical Private/Shared
Classification method that enables data blocks to be shared
entirely within a cluster but appear as private from outside the
cluster. To eliminate complex recursive functions in the hier-
archy, they implement simple coherence mechanisms such as
self-invalidation and write-through that operate entirely within
the sharing cluster. To implement the protocol, classification
of clusters is performed dynamically using the page tables to
detect and track the sharing level.

Kobold is also a hierarchical cache-coherence protocol that,
like DASH, uses a combination of local snooping and directories
to improve scalability and limit coherence traffic. Fig. 4 revisits
the earlier example from Fig. 3, but using Kobold’s hierarchical
design.
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Fig. 4: Kobold architecture where the L2 tracks eL1D state with
an MDF. Example transaction for core read request when the
eL1D holds the data in the modified (M) state.

As mentioned earlier, Kobold augments the L2 cache with
a mis-direction filter (MDF) that tracks the state of the eL1D.
Since the MDF knows that the local eL1D holds the block
in state M, the core’s load request can be handled without
involving the LLC. The eL1D downgrades and responds to the
L2 locally, leaving both in state S (shared), while the MDF
continues tracking the tile as M, delaying write-back of dirty
data, since the line is still dirty within the tile.

3) Cache Inclusion: One of the key design choices when
building a multi-level cache hierarchy is whether to enforce
inclusion. Inclusive caches benefit from snoop filtering (e.g.,
in an L2/LLC cache system, coherence requests do not require
an L2 lookup if a miss occurs in LLC). However, since the
LLC is inclusive of the L2, data is duplicated in both caches,
reducing effective cache size, and data brought in by the eL1D
can remain in the L2 long after it is evicted from the engine.
For example, täkō [46] observed a > 4× slowdown from L2
cache pollution on some benchmarks. Cache bypassing has
been demonstrated to also significantly improve the miss rate
for workloads with transient data [43].

NCID [57] proposes a non-inclusive cache, inclusive-
directory design. To increase the space efficiency of the cache,
data in the LLC is non-inclusive of the L2. However, the LLC
retains tag inclusion in the directory to support complete snoop
filtering. An independent tag/directory structure is maintained
in the LLC cache to track additional addresses with no data
and is exclusive of the main directory.

Kobold takes a similar approach as NCID by implementing
the L2 as non-inclusive of the eL1D and integrating an
additional directory structure (MDF) within the L2 to enable
snoop filtering for requests coming from the LLC. However,
Kobold differs in several areas. First, the MDF is not exclusive
of the L2; tags can exist in both the MDF and the L2 at
the same time. Furthermore, the MDF is used to determine
coherence messages for requests originating from both the LLC
and the core. In cases where both the L2 and eL1D share data
that is modified but has not yet been written back (see Fig. 4),
the MDF reflects the overall state of the tile rather than the
eL1D.

4) Coherence and Consistency for Heterogeneous Systems:
The trend toward heterogeneous architectures has led to tighter
integration of accelerators and devices with shared memory.
Inter-device communication in heterogeneous architectures is a
major bottleneck that has motivated the adoption of a unified
coherent address space. Allowing the host and devices to share
a single, coherent address space greatly improves inter-device
communication and simplifies programming [45]. Additionally,
making accelerators coherent with the rest of the system allows
accelerators to efficiently share data with the system. However,
ensuring that shared memory remains coherent is a major
challenge due to the diverse memory demands and coherence
properties of accelerators.

Direct memory access (DMA) engines have become a
popular option to maintain coherence between accelerators
and host cache hierarchies [30]. DMA engines transfer data
directly between the LLC and the accelerator caches. While
efficient for accelerators with little data sharing, the DMA-based
approach is undesirable for accelerators that share memory with
the host or other accelerators due to excessive data transfers.

Maintaining coherence for near-data accelerators (NDA) that
reside off-chip close to main memory is a major challenge
due to communication costs with the CPU and high levels of
required off-chip data movement. CoNDA [9] is a recent co-
herence mechanism that allows NDAs to optimistically execute
kernels to gather information on memory accesses and uses
this information to avoid performing unnecessary coherence
requests. Spandex [4] is a coherence interface that efficiently
supports integrating a variety of devices with divergent memory
access patterns and diverse coherence properties into a single
address space. Essentially, Spandex allows devices with much
different coherence protocols to efficiently share a single unified
address space. These designs target discrete co-processors with
expensive communication between cores and accelerators.

Overall, we find that prior protocols for heterogeneous
systems do not work well for cache-attached accelerators
because they assume minimal communication between the
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core and accelerator. This assumption motivates designs which
perform well for coarse-grain communication, but not the fine-
grain communication commonly exhibited by cache-attached
accelerators.

5) Formal Verification: Modern CMPs employ coherence
protocols that ensure high performance at the cost of significant
verification complexity [34]. To eliminate bugs from these
protocols, an exhaustive search of the protocols’ state space
is required. The exhaustive nature of coherence protocol
verification dictates that the overhead costs, memory required,
and verification time grow very fast with respect to the number
of processors and the complexity of the protocol [41].

Murphi [15] is a commonly used verification tool that utilizes
enumerative state checking. The Murphi model checker verifies
the specified system by enumerating all possible states and
checking them against a set of invariants while ensuring the
protocol never causes system deadlock. We implement Kobold’s
coherence protocol in Murphi to verify correctness.

III. KOBOLD DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We consider a chip-multiprocessor (CMP) where each tile
contains a core, private L1D/L1I, private L2, shared LLC
bank, and cache-attached accelerator with its own private eL1D
(see Fig. 1). To avoid adding state and coherence complexity to
the LLC, all modifications to support the accelerator’s eL1D are
confined within its tile.2 Similar to prior hierarchical coherence
protocols, the eL1D is logically a child of the L2, alongside
the core’s L1D/L1I, and the L2 is responsible for maintaining
coherence between the core and accelerator. But unlike prior
protocols, the L2 is not inclusive of the eL1D, and the L2 and
eL1D operate as peers via snooping to handle many coherence
transactions.

A. Kobold Cache Hierarchy

In Kobold, additional coherence complexity and state is
restricted to the L2 and eL1D. The L2’s responsibilities are to
(i) maintain coherence between its local L1D and eL1D banks,
and (ii) prevent the accelerator from polluting the L2 bank.
Kobold’s design enforces these requirements with minimal
overheads by augmenting the L2 with a small directory structure
called the mis-direction filter (MDF).

Fig. 2 shows Kobold’s cache hierarchy. The eL1D and the
core’s L1D (and L1I, not shown) are logically children of the
L2 cache, as far as coherence is concerned. However, in many
ways the eL1D operates as a peer cache of the L2 to, e.g., avoid
polluting the L2 with data accessed by the engine. Interaction
between the L2 and eL1D is mediated by the MDF.
Mis-direction filter: The MDF tracks the contents of the eL1D.
It is a metadata-only array that maintains the tags and coherence
state of data in the eL1D, but does not track the data itself.
(The MDF tracks coherence state for the entire tile, which may
diverge from the state in the eL1D, as in Fig. 4.)

Fig. 5 shows the detailed microarchitecture of the L2 in
Kobold. Ignoring the MDF, the operation of the main L2 tag

2Sec. III-B3 discusses how to improve performance with minor changes to
the LLC protocol.
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Fig. 5: Microarchitecture diagram of L2 cache. The L2 de-
termines coherence actions by concurrently checking the L2
directory and MDF.

and data arrays is unchanged from a baseline, inclusive, unified
L2 cache in a traditional CPU cache hierarchy: e.g., data is
inserted into the L2 tag and data arrays upon a L1D miss (i.e.,
from a CPU request). However, to ensure coherence between
the L2 and eL1D, the MDF is accessed in parallel with the main
L2 tag array to determine the appropriate coherence action.
Using the MDF to track the eL1D tags in the L2 enables
Kobold to perform snooping-like logic on-demand with no
performance overhead (the MDF is much smaller than the
L2 tags and lower latency). If a line is cached in the eL1D,
metadata for the line will be tracked in both the eL1D tags
and MDF, and the state in the MDF will determine whether a
memory transaction can be handled locally within the tile or
if the LLC must be contacted to, e.g., upgrade permissions.
Avoiding L2 pollution: Finally, the MDF is key to enabling
coherence for cache-attached accelerators without disrupting
core performance. Prior work has demonstrated that, with a
conventional inclusive cache hierarchy, cache-attached acceler-
ators can cause severe cache pollution by streaming data into
the L2 that evicts the core’s working set, slowing down cores
by >4× [46]. The MDF achieves a similar objective without
modifying the L2 replacement policy or inserting data into the
L2 at all: Kobold tracks the eL1D contents in the MDF and
never inserts data into the L2 unless it is accessed directly by a
core. When data is evicted from the eL1D, it is simultaneously
evicted from the MDF, and the L2 contents are unaffected
(though permissions may be upgraded, depending on the state
in the MDF; see Fig. 8 below). Kobold thus eliminates L2
pollution by design.

B. Cache Coherence Protocols

Kobold’s coherence protocols for the eL1D and L2 are de-
signed for the unique structure of a cache-attached accelerator’s
hierarchy. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 highlight the differences between
the finite state machines of the baseline MESI protocol and
the Kobold protocol. We omit the L2 finite state machine due
to its size.

The Kobold protocol introduces peer-to-peer communication
between the eL1D and L2 that allow the caches to maintain
coherence between themselves and coordinate responses to LLC
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Fig. 6: Finite state machine of baseline MESI coherence protocol.

requests. Peer-to-peer communication allows the tile caches to
transfer or share data between themselves.

For example, FWD_L2_GETX messages in Fig. 7 are sent
from the L2 to the eL1D when the L2 requests exclusive
access to data in the eL1D. The eL1D responds with data and
changes its coherence state if necessary. Furthermore, peer-to-
peer communication allows the tile caches to transfer ownership.
For example, UpgradeM messages in Fig. 7 are sent from the
L2 to the eL1D when the L2 evicts data that both caches
share but is tracked as modified by the MDF. This eliminates
redundant coherence traffic to the LLC by allowing the L2
and eL1D to change states while the overall tile state remains
unchanged from the LLC’s perspective.

1) Handling LLC requests: Requests from the LLC (i.e.,
downgrades or invalidations) to the tile are broadcast to both
the eL1D and L2 caches. We ensure that only one of the caches,
usually the L2, responds to LLC coherence requests. To enable
this, the L2 protocol utilizes the MDF to determine when it
must wait for the eL1D to complete an LLC request before
responding to the LLC. Upon completing the LLC request, the
eL1D sends an acknowledgement to the L2 cache. Following
this acknowledgement, the L2 cache can respond to the LLC
if needed.

In transactions requiring a data response or writeback, the
L2 cache services requests when it can. However, when the
eL1D holds the only copy of data, the eL1D will respond. To
ensure there is only one cache writing back at a time, the L2
cache prompts the eL1D to issue the response itself.

2) Handling core requests: Each time a core-issued request
reaches the L2, the L2 and MDF are searched in parallel. The
L2 cache controller uses both results to determine how to
proceed (see Fig. 5).

If the L2 cannot service the request but the MDF holds the
line with the requested permissions, the request is forwarded to
the eL1D cache which supplies the data. The eL1D responds
to the request and downgrades its state if necessary. Upon
receiving a response from the eL1D, the L2 updates its local
state as well as the MDF to reflect any changes to the eL1D.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, in the case that the line is not
found in the L2 and the MDF holds the line with higher
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Fig. 7: Finite state machine of Kobold eL1D cache controller.
Additional intra-tile messages (red arrows) are necessary to allow
the eL1D and L2 to maintain coherence between themselves.

permissions (M or E) than what is requested (S), the request is
satisfied in a similar manner. However, during the transaction
the eL1D downgrades, leaving both the eL1D and L2 in the
same state (S) while the MDF maintains its original state. The
state of the MDF now reflects the overall state of the tile (M),
rather than the state of the eL1D. This mechanism avoids any
involvement of the LLC when a core and its local engine access
the same data.

If the line is found in the MDF but the request requires higher
permissions (e.g., MDF holds the line in shared state but the
request requires it in modified state), concurrent requests are
sent to the eL1D and the LLC. The eL1D supplies the data to
the L2 and transfers its permissions to the L2. An LLC request
is sent in parallel to obtain the permissions required to satisfy
the initial request. After receiving an acknowledgement from
the LLC, the L2 finally upgrades to the required permission
level and can satisfy the request.

If the line is not found in the L2 or MDF, the request is
sent directly to the LLC. Using the MDF to determine that the
eL1D does not have the data ensures the L2 does not send an
unnecessary request to the eL1D. Rather, the L2 immediately
sends a request for the data to the LLC, ensuring the critical
path is the same as an L2 miss in a baseline CMP.

3) Handling engine requests: When an engine-issued request
misses in the eL1D, the request is first forwarded to the L2
cache. In the case that the L2 cache can service the request
fully, data is transferred, the L2 is downgraded if necessary,
and the MDF state is updated to reflect the new eL1D state
(see steps 2-7 in Fig. 8).

If the L2 holds the block in a higher state than requested,
the L2 downgrades and sets the MDF to its original state. The
L2 and eL1D caches share the data but the MDF and LLC
track the data as exclusive.

If the L2 cannot service the request, it informs the eL1D
and the eL1D sends the request to the LLC. When the LLC
responds, a state change is sent to the L2 cache to update the
state of the MDF before the eL1D completes the request.
Optional Optimization – eL1D Speculative Loads: So far,
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Fig. 8: Continuation of the example from Fig. 4 where the data
is evicted from the eL1D (step 1), stored by the engine (steps
2-7), and finally evicted from the eL1D again (step 8).

Kobold adds L2 latency to the critical path of eL1D misses.
This is to prevent requests arriving at the LLC directory while
the L2 already has a valid copy of the data. However, for
applications in which engines and cores share little data (a
common case), the additional L2 latency on every eL1D miss
can severely harm performance.

Instead, the eL1D can speculatively forward a request to the
LLC in parallel with the L2 request to hide the L2 latency. In
some coherence protocols, the LLC assumes that a tile will
not request data if the LLC thinks the tile already has the data.
Thus, if the eL1D forwards a speculative request to the LLC
when the L2 already has the data, this can result in unexpected
behavior at the LLC.

Protocols with silent drops allow the LLC to receive a request
for data that it thinks the requester already has. In such designs,
private caches drop clean data on eviction without notifying
the LLC, so the LLC doesn’t know whether a tile really has
the data. These protocols allow the LLC to gracefully handle
speculative eL1D requests if the data is clean in the L2.

However, if the data is dirty in the L2, the tile cannot have
silently dropped it, since dirty data must be written back to
the LLC on eviction. Kobold thus modifies the LLC protocol
to ignore redundant requests to data already shared by the
requesting tile, assuming that the L2 on that tile will handle
the request.

4) Handling evictions: When the L2 replaces a block, it
first checks the state in the L2 directory and the MDF. If only
the L2 cache holds the line, the L2 issues a PUT request to
the LLC. However, if the MDF also holds the tag (i.e., the
eL1D has the data), the L2 silently drops the data. If the MDF
tracks the data in an exclusive state while the L2 holds the
data in shared, the eL1D state is upgraded to that of the MDF
and the L2 drops its copy.

If the eL1D replaces a block in a private state, it concurrently
issues a PUT request to the LLC and informs the MDF that
it replaced the line (see step 8 in Fig. 8). However, when the
eL1D replaces a block in the shared state, more indirection
is required. First, the eL1D checks if the L2 cache holds the
line. If the L2 does not hold the data, the MDF is invalidated
and the L2 triggers the eL1D to issue PUT request to the LLC.
However, if the L2 holds the data, the eL1D silently drops
the data, the MDF is invalidated, and the L2 is upgraded to

reflect the previous state of the MDF if necessary (see step 1
in Fig. 8).

IV. EVALUATION

Verification: We used the Murphi model checker [15] to
formally verify Kobold’s stable-state protocols. We made the
model transaction-atomic based on the methodology described
in [36]. Our Murphi model verified Kobold’s protocols against
the single-writer, multiple-reader invariant and proved deadlock-
freedom. During verification, Murphi explored a total of 12,534
states.
Area: We used Cacti 7 to evaluate the area requirements of
the MDF [6]. We base our evaluation on parameters used in
täkō [46]. We evaluate a system with a 128KB L2, 8KB eL1D,
and 512KB LLC per tile. In 22nm, Cacti estimates the L2 size
as 0.2706mm2, the LLC bank as 0.5963mm2, and the MDF
size as 0.00076mm2. Compared against the baseline area of
the L2 cache and LLC bank, the MDF adds an area overhead
of only 0.09%.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this era of memory-hierarchy specialization and heteroge-
neous architectures, ease of integration is vital for incorporating
specialized hardware like cache-attached accelerators. Even
in homogenous systems, cache coherence is a challenging
mechanism to correctly implement and verify. To integrate
cache-attached accelerators with minimal impact on coherence
complexity and system overhead, we introduced the Kobold
coherent protocol. By keeping additional coherence actions
local to a single CMP tile, Kobold significantly simplifies
accelerator integration, minimizes on-chip network traffic, and
avoids impacting baseline processor performance.

Moving forward, we plan to generate the fully concurrent
protocols, i.e. the transient states and transitions required for
concurrency. We plan to use the HieraGen tool [38] which
generates fully concurrent protocols for hierarchical cache
systems based on input of correct stable state protocols for
each level of the cache hierarchy.
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